(Received for publication, February 7, 1950) The application of the Arrhenius equation (1) to the rates k, = Ae -II'~r (i) 0f biochemical processes is familiar to physiologists and biochemists. Numerous investigators have shown that a straight line, which is to be expected upon the basis of equation (1), is usually not obtained by a plot of the logarithm of the rate constant k, against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, T. One school of investigators, led in recent times by Crozier (1) , has maintained that the curve obtained by such a plot represents joined segments of straight lines with sharp breaks at certain "critical" temperatures. It is proposed that the slopes of these segments correspond to -F_~./R of a chain of n consecutive reactions of activation energies F_~, which successively act as "pacemakers" in different temperature ranges. In a critical analysis Kistiakowsky and Lumry (2) have recently pointed out that sharp breaks in the Arrhenius plot would require the assumption of consecutive reactions with activation energies differing by hundreds of thousands of calories per mole (see Appendix II). These authors conclude that the existence of sharp breaks at "critical" temperatures is highly unlikely and that the previous experimental data have not been correctly interpreted. They propose the interpretation---also suggested by Morales (3)---that a reversible inhibition of the enzyme by one or more other constituents of the milieu is responsible for the non-linearity O f the Arrhenius "plots. They show that, at least in the case of in vitro decomposition of urea by urease, these deviations are due to a reversible inhibition of urease by sulfite ions. Other cases of inactivation of enzymes by ions have been described in numerous publications and there is evidence, obtained with luminous bacteria, that a thermodynamic equilibrium between catalytically active and inactive forms of certain enzymes may exist normally within the living ceU (4) .
We consider here the manner of inactivation of the enzyme or the character of the catalytically inactive" form. It is dear from the experimental data on the kinetics of biochemical processes that the velocity constants decrease rather sharply: at low temperatures. If we assume that the non-linearity of the Arrhenius plots is due to the reversible formation of catalytically inactive enzyme, the interpretation of the above phenomenon would be that the concentration 193
The Journal of General Physiology of catalytically active enzyme decreases sharply at low temperatures. This, and other considerations, suggest that the formation of catalytically inactive enzyme may occur through a process in which ion inhibitors act only indirectly.
In connection with the high temperature denaturation of enzymes and proteins in general, it has been postulated that the initial steps in denaturation involve the breaking of intramolecular hydrogen bridges (5) . There is also evidence that later steps involve the breaking of covalent links; for example, the link between the sulfur atoms of cystine (6) . The high temperature denaturation of the enzyme is accompanied by a large increase in entropy, since the specific configuration of the reactive enzyme is lost, the product possessing an enormously greater randomness. That is to say, the enzyme is "unfolded" or "uncoiled" at high temperatures to such an extent that the specific configuration of the active centers is lost. The possibility suggests itself that the reverse process may be an important factor in the formation of catalytically inactive enzyme at low temperatures. Thus, the formation of intramolecnlar hydrogen bridges at low temperatures may lead to a condition of the enzyme in which it is insufficiently "unfolded" or "uncoiled" to align its active centers properly or to have them exposed to the substrate. Low temperature reversible denaturation of enzymes wouM not be inconsistent with the experimental observations of the effects of pH and ion inhibitors on enzyme activity.
In order to determine whether this hypothesis is consistent with the kinetics of biochemical processes it is necessary to determine what changes in the heats and entropies of activation occur as the temperature is lowered in the range where inactivation of the enzyme is believed to occur. If an analytical expression couM be found which accurately described the temperature dependence of the velocity constants for a wide variety of biochemical processes, the thermodynamic functions determined with its aid would be more reliable and readily accessible than those determined from measuring the slopes of individual plots. As a starting point for the construction of such an expression we consider the introduction of an additional parameter into the Arrhenins equation. From an examination of the character of the Arrbenius plot it seems evident that the introduction of an arbitrary temperature scale I related to a zero point temperature, To, will tend to bring the points of this semilogarithmic plot on to a straight line. Thus, let us examine the ability of equation (2) to k~ = de -s°/ ( r -r°) (2) fit the experimental data (in this equation the parameter Eo no longer has the theoretical significance of E/R).
It is readily ascertained by simple plots that a curve of this form fits the data of a wide variety of biological processes. The parameter To is found to vary from 263-273°K. for different processes, d and E0, however, vary in a manner which indicates that equation (2) is merely a closer approximation to the true form of the curves than is equation (1) . Moreover, it is found that in equation (2) the exponent go/(T-To) takes on values in the range 1 to 10, whereas in the Arrhenius equation E/RT is 10 to 50 times greater. Since in the exact treatment of reaction rates one must use more complicated expressions than the Boltzmann factor when the exponent is not large, ~ we now seek a clue to the direction of a further modification of equation (2) motivated by a parallelism with that exact treatment.
If the rate of a reaction is taken to be proportional to the number of particles having kinetic energy equal to or greater than E, it can be readily shown from kinetic theory that as an approximation the velocity constant becomes (neglecting the temperature dependence of the collision frequency),
We have set z = E/RT, p is a parameter, and r,(g) is the incomplete gamma I" function of 3/2 which is equal to z' j~ C" dz. Equation (3) 
Equation (4) more accurately describes the experimental results than does equation (2) and, indeed, is found to fit a wide variety of experimental data with a remarkable accuracy (for the technique of applying equation (4) In the usual treatment E > > RT, z > > 1 so that all but the first term of the infinite series can be neglected. The temperature dependence of n* is then primarily determined by the Boltzmann factor, e-" --e -e/er. For cases in which E > > RT does not hold the series must be used in its entirety, z112~ -" 1 + 2~ -4-~ + 8-~ -" " "
can then be expressed in closed form as an incomplete gamma function of 3/2.
age in marine eggs, production of CO2 by seedlings, breathing of mice, contraction of the contractile vacuole of Paramecium, etc., equation (4) (8) for the first cleavage in C/ona eggs, E0 = 47.7, To = 269.6, and p = 0.0814. Equation (4) fits the data of 6 points with a ~.D. of but 0.76 per cent. Similar results axe obtained with other biological data, the fit of equation (4) being as good as the data are accurate. Using Bodansky's data (9) for the hydrolysis of sodium-fl-glycerophosphate by cat bone phosphatase, it is found that equation (4) Wherever figures are given which are beyond the accuracy of the data, this is done so that the calculations can be verified, or for comparative purposes.
per cent (Bodansky's calculations are used to obtain this figure). Thus, equation (4) fits the data with roughly twice the accuracy that is obtained by a linear fit. These results are plotted in Fig. 2 for E0 = 457.1, To = 213.1, and p --0.07949, These results are of particular interest for it was upon the basis of these data, which Bodansky felt were consistent with a constant energy of activation, that he suggested that the apparent variation of the energy of activation with temperature in earlier work may have been due to experimental errors, inactivation of enzyme at high temperatures, operation under conditions Of non-optimal pH, etc. It is shown below that according to equations (4) and (5) the heat of activation for the above reaction varies by a factor of 1.75 in the temperature range employed by Bodansky, even though the M.D. from a straight line is only 3.15 per cent. For human bone phosphatase (9) (omitting one point which both formulations indicate to be in error) the ~.V. for 4 points is 1.19 per cent according to equation (4) with E0 --371.5, To --223.1, and p ffi 0.04555. On the other hand if these data are to be fittedby a straight line the ~.V. is 2.06 per cent.
Applying equation (4) to the data of Hadidian and Hoagland (10) on oxygen consumption by the succinate-succinic dehydrogenase system of beef heart, the M.D. for 4 points is 0.58 per cent with E0 --218.8, To --243.1, and p --177.2. For a straight line the M.D. is 2.43 per cent (in both cases 2 points are omitted which both formulations indicate to be in error).
Using the data of Butler (11) for the hydrolysis of benzoyl-/-arginine amide by trypsin, equation (4) Similar excellent agreement of equation (4) but poorer straight line Arrhenius plots* for other data on in vitro enzyme action has been found by the author but will not be detailed here.
We note that while the zero point temperature for biological processes lies between -1 ° and -10°C., for enzyme kinetics in vitro it lies between --30 ° to --70°C. 6 The same factors are doubtless involved in enzyme activation, * The fact that in any given instance equation (4) is able to fit the data with a greater accuracy than does a single straight line is, of course, to be anticipated if the curve is actually non-linear, since an additional parameter, To, is at our disposal. However, our purpose is to find an expression which most accurately describes the temperature dependence of the velocity constants.
5 In this connection experiments of Sizer and Josephson (12) (see also S~er (13)) both in vivo and in vitro. However, the organization of protoplasm is apparently such that, as the temperature is lowered to the neighborhood of 0°C., changes in reactant concentrations or pH bring about a precipitous decrease in the rate of vital processes. The fact that equation (4) describes the temperature dependence of the rate of biochemical processes with great accuracy supports the contention that an equilibrium exists between reactive and catalytically inactive enzyme. Thus, since the enzyme is apparently converted to a catalytically inactive form at low temperatures, we have essentially a condition in which the "concentration" of one of the reactants (reactive enzyme) varies markedly with temperature. Equation (4) expresses this condition, not through an allowance for changes in concentration of reactive enzyme with temperature, but through a transformation in the temperature scale itself. That is, temperatures are no longer referred to absolute zero but to an effective zero point, To, at which the concentration of reactive enzyme is essentially zero.
Thus, according to this interpretation, the enzymatic reaction in the low temperature range is essentially limited or governed by the number of enzyme and Lineweaver (14) on enzyme action in the "solid" state are of interest. Sizer and Josephson studied the hydrolytic activity of pancreatic lipase, trypsin, and yeast invertase at temperatures down to about -24.5°C. (no measurable activity occurred at -70°C. in 27 to 30 days). A shift in activation energy from a low to a high value with a concomitant sharp break in the curve is believed to occur at about the "freezing point" of the digest, and Sizer (13) believes that this transition may correspond to a shift in the enzyme from one configuration to another.
It is found, however, that a continuous curve given by equation (4) fits these data within their experimental accuracy. As an illustration, the curve given by equation (4) for sucrose hydrolysis by invertase is plotted in Fig. 4 together with the experimental data (E0 = 190.5, To = 240.1, and p = 141.5). Sizer and Josephson themselves found it surprising that the "break" occurred at about the same temperature for hydrolysis of tributyrin by lipase in both the presence and absence of glycerol, although the "freezing point" of the digest was depressed 18.5°C. by the presence of glycerol. In addition, other workers have failed to detect any sharp changes in the rate at the "freezing point" of their digests (12) . The results of Sizer and Josephson and other workers are difficult to comprehend if their digests were actually frozen, for if this were the case one would expect the rate to drop abruptly to negligible values at the freezing point, resulting in a discontinuity of the curve. Failure of this to occur indicates either, that the diffusion rate of the substrate does not become a limiting factor, even in the solid state, or that the reaction may be continuing in a liquid phase or core of the systems (maintained by lowering of the freezing point of this phase as the solute concentrations increased). Even from the point of view of Sizer's suggestion (13) that the enzyme exists in two configurations, above and below a certain "critical" temperature, it can be shown (see Appendix II) that the breakover between the limiting reactions must occur over a range of at least 10°C.
particles in the reactive condition, the formation of these particles involving relatively high energies. As the temperature is raised the average number of hydrogen bridges which must be broken to form reactive enzyme particles apparently decreases and the rate-determining role is assumed to a greater degree by the number of activated complexes formed, a process involving relatively low energies of activation. At still high temperatures, beyond those we are considering, denaturation of the enzyme, characterized by very high activation energies, sets in (13). In the case in which an enzyme is acting upon a'protein or similar substrate, intramolecular hydrogen bridges probably affect the substrate particles also.
Having ascertained the suitability of equation (4) for describing the~ kinetics of biochemical reactions we now proceed with the calculation of the thermodynamic functions for several typical reactions.
According to the theory of absolute reaction rates (15) the temperature dependence of the specific reaction rate is given by,
is the transmission coefficient, h is Planck's constant, and k is the Boltzmann constant. We see from equation (5) that it is the free energy of. activation, zkF ~, which determines the rate of a chemical process, and not necessarily the heat of activation, Zk//~. The slope of the curve given by a plot of In kr against lIT is given by,
Equations (6) and (7) give,
Also (since T is our only independent variable),
AS ~, the entropy of activation, may now be calculated from equation (5) ,,c', --~r = (r ---to) -#@ -Y -~JL (~" -r,) J -R. (9) in which ~ is assumed to be unity and kr is expressed for unit concentration.
The results of applying equations (5), (8) , and (9) to Butler's data (11) on the hydrolysis of benzoyl-/-arginine amide by trypsin are given in Table I . Fitting the data with a straight line gives AH ~ = 14,900 and ~S* = --1.92 E.U. 6 The analytical fit of equation (4) in conjunction with equations (5), (8) , and (9) finds AH* varying from 20,440 at 5°C. to 9,920 at 35°C. and AS $ varying from 17.7 to --18.7 E.U. through the same range. The great variation of the heat of activation with temperature leads to values of the heat capacity of activation, AC½, in the hundreds of calories per mole per degree. These values are in disagreement with those expected for a simple hydrolysis by a large factor. The great change in the heat of activation with increasing temperature and the large apparent heat capacities of activation which result support the contention that the enzyme is changing from a condition which requires a large heat of activation to one requiring only a small heat of activation. The rapid increase of AH* and decrease of kr at low temperatures are consistent with a breakover to reactions in which progressively more hydrogen bridges must be ruptured, since the heats of activation for such reactions are apparently large (5, 17) . AF* is found to remain very nearly constant over the entire temperature range and passes through a minimum at approximately 15°C. (the necessary condition for an extremal of AF ~ is that AS* --0, and this condition is fulfilled near this temperature). The near constancy of AF* is readily comprehended since from equation (5),
RT1 RT~ T~k, 1 ' and the value of the In is only 2.5 for this reaction in the 5-35°C. range. e Butler's data in Table I of his article (11) must be corrected by adding 4.57 E.U. to the values given, since an error by a factor of 10 has been made in his equation for k(0°C.). These errors have been repeated in Sizer's review (13) and also in Steam's recent review (16) .
The positive values of AS t in the low temperature range are in agreement with the interpretation that conversion of the enzyme from the catalytically inactive condition to the reactive condition involves the rupture of hydrogen bridges. The negative values of AS t calculated for the higher temperatures are consistent with those representing many reactions; the acid hydrolysis of the peptide link of benzoylglycine and acetylglycine, for example, involves activation entropies of --24.8 and -31.8 units (6). The temperature variation of AS ~ perhaps gives some indication of the extent to which the enzyme is being modified.
In Table II the results of applying this formulation to Bodansky's data (9) on the hydrolysis of sodium-fl-glycerophosphate by cat bone phosphatase are given. In this case the specific rates for unit concentration are not available. Since equation (5) is used the entropy of activation has been modified by an additive constant (S1 and S~ of Tables II and III) . From equation (10) so that the relative entropies of activation are readily calculated, although the absolute values are not known. Inspection of Table II shows that the temperature dependence of AH $, ACt~, and AFt/RT is less than for hydrolysis of benzoyl-/-arginine amide by trypsin. This is due to the fact that the zero point for this reaction is ll°C. lower than that for the former, which, in turn, hinges upon the lesser curvature of the Arrhenius plot for the action of cat bone phosphatase.
Molal
Bliss's data (7) for the rate of prepupal development of Drosophila are j. L~E ~¢WNAV 203 similarly treated in Table III . Since the zero point temperature occurs at -1.4°C., the temperature variations of the thermodynamic functions are even more marked than for the reaction described in Table I . If the rate-limiting reaction concerned in Drosophila development involved the creation of several hundred ions, negative values of AC½ in the thousands would be possible. However, AC*p itself varies markedly with temperature so that this interpretation must be ruled out. These heat capacities of activation must be regarded as fictitious after the interpretation that has already been discussed (see also Appendix II). Let us consider further the interpretation that formation of reactive enzyme involves the partial "unfolding" of the polypeptide chain or rupture of intramolecular hydrogen bridges. If the great changes in the heats of activation at low temperatures are due to the fact that varying numbers of hydrogen bridges must be broken at different temperatures in this range (to form catalytically active enzyme), then the changes in AH * from Tx to T2, i.e. AH$rAH:~ should be roughly proportional to the difference in the average number of hydrogen bridges which must be broken at temperatures T~ and T2. At the same time AS*I-SS*~ should correspond roughly to the change in the entropy of activation accompanying the decrease in the average number of hydrogen bridges that must he ruptured. From the figures gathered by Steam (17) for hydrogen bond energies it is evident that we will contain the actual value if we assume that the average energy of hydrogen bridges in proteins lies in the range 4,000 to 7,000 calories per mole. Thus, (AH*l-AH*2)/(4,000 to 7,000) should give roughly the difference in the number of hydrogen bridges that must be broken at the two temperatures. The average increase in the entropy of activation accompanying the rupture of a single hydrogen bridge can now be calculated if this value is divided into (5S~1-5S:~).
On applying such an analysis to the data of Tables I to III it is found that (AH*rAH:2)/(~.~*~--AS:2) is constant to within a few per cent and its actual value very closely approximates the average temperature, (T1 "4-T2)/2 (this is a consequence of the near constancy of ~J~). This is equivalent to saying that the free energy of reaction for the process of conversion of catalytically inactive enzyme to the reactive condition through the rupture of hydrogen bridges is practically zero, and this is consistent with the postulate that a thermodynamic equilibrium is involved. Thus, the increase in entropy due to the breaking of a single hydrogen bridge (if truly this process is involved) is simply (4,000 to 7,000)/T, which at 50°C. has the value 12.4 to 21.7 units. Stearn (17) has calculated that the increase in rotational entropy of various amino acid residues that might be set free by the rupture of an intramolecular protein hydrogen bridge varies from 3 to 25 units. These rotations replace bending vibrations corresponding to 1.1 to 1.6 E.U. (17) so that the net gain per residue set free is roughly 1.5 to 24 E.U. It is difficult to conclude how many residues on the average obtain rotational degrees of freedom per intramolecular hydrogen bridge broken (since hydrogen bridges between nitrogen and oxygen atoms of the same peptide links, for example, may be involved). If we assume that one residue is set free on the average, the net gain in entropy due to rotation would amount to 1.5 to 24 units. The average value (i.e., the average per bridge, where a number of bridges are broken) may reasonably be assumed to lie within the middle third of this range; i.e., 9 to 16.5 E.U. If 1.5 residues were set free on the average per hydrogen bridge broken these same figures would become 14 to 25 E.U. These values are in general agreement with the range of the average value which we have obtained from the experimental data. 7 It is clear from elementary considerations that even though $I and S, of Tables II and H I are not known, the data are entirely consistent with those of Table I . Thus, the kinetics of prepupal development of Drosophila, which is representative of a wide variety of biological processes, accords well with that for enzymes in vitro.
APPENDIX I
The :application of equation (4) to the data would be extremely tedious but for an elegant graphical method. Since it is the time for a given process to occur that is determined experimentally for biological processes, we shall use the time, t, (which is proportional to 1/kr) as our variable. Thus, equation (4) becomes, Log x is now plotted against --log [1 --(2/~¢/~ -) I'~ (3/2)] on a large sheet of transparent graph paper (log-log paper is too small for best results) and log 1/(T --To) against log t, on another sheet to the same scale. The two graphs are now superimposed with axes parallel and moved about until the curves coincide as indicated in Fig. 5 . The values of --log p and log E0 are now read off from the differences in the abscissae and ordinates. Since To is an unknown parameter it is necessary (by trial and error) to plot log 1/(T --To) for several values of To until it is found possible to superimpose the curves exactly.
On the other hand, the formation of reactive enzyme might involve only the rapture of intermolecular hydrogen bridges to water which, so to speak, occluded or shielded the active centers of the enzyme from the substrate. In this case the theoretical increase in entropy per bridge broken at 50°C. would be 5 to 5.5 units (17) . The value obtained if the free energy of reaction must be zero (as indicated by the experimental data) is 5.4 to 14 E.U., so that this possibility cannot be ruled out, although it appears improbable. Tables of the incomplete gamma function The value computed by using these series will differ from the true value by less than the last term which is used in the series. The former series, which does not converge but is asymptotic, is useful for values of x greater than about 4, while the latter, which converges, is useful for values of x less than about 2.
APPENDIX II
If, in an enzymatic process, two successive reactions are involved, or inactive enzyme is in a single reaction equilibrium with a reactive form from which the activated complex is formed, or two different active forms of the enzyme occur in different temperature ranges (as Sizer (13) has suggested), it can be shown s e The essential feature of these reactions is that in the high temperature range the reaction will proceed with ~t/*l, the lesser of the two heats of activation, rate-determin-that the extended Arrhenius formulation becomes, 
~+ I
hag, while ha the low temperature range it will proceed with AHt~, rate-determining.
That is, for large T, k~rtae-AH$t/R r, while for small T, k~k~ct~-a~t~2/~ r. In these cases the two limbs of the curve on an Arrhenius plot will be practically linear. In intermediate temperature ranges both A//tl and AHt2 will materially affect the reaction rate and the Arrhenius plot will be non-linear. Thus, the kinetics for all three of the above (text) reactions are described by the same expression for/~, namely kr --and,
(aHts --A//*I) ~ y ACtP = --RTs(y + 1)5
If we take as an example the values A//tx = 11,100 and A//*2 = 60,000 calories per mole, as Sizer has proposed for sucrose hydrolysis by invertase, corresponding to a change in state of the enzyme in the neighborhood of 0°C., the values given in Table V are obtained. A2 has been adjusted so that the point of maximum change of slope comes at --3.1°C. (consistently with Sizer's data) by setting A2# 8,9°°/t'tae---1. The values of k, are relative to the value at -3.1°C. which is taken to be unity. --500 --120 --'27 * These figures are based upon the assumption that two consecutive reactions of heats of activation 11,100 and 60,000 calories per mole are involved.
It is seen from the values of AC~ in Table V that the breakover between the two reactions is appreciable through a temperature range of about 20°C. and considerable through a 10°C. range. Table V shows analytically how large fictitious heat capacities of activation can be obtained if two consecutive reactions with different heats of activation are involved. If the values of AHtl and AHt2 differ less from one another, the breakover between the two limiting reactions must be even more gradual.
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It is found empirically that a simple modification of the usual theoretical kinetic formulation (in which a transformation in the temperature scale is made) describes the temperature dependence of a wide variety of biochemical processes with a greater accuracy than hitherto achieved. Used in conjunction with the formulation of the theory of absolute reaction rates this empirical relation facilitates the determination of the thermodynamic functions. The resuits of applying these relations to biochemical processes support the contention that in the lower temperature range of enzyme activity a thermodynamic equilibrium exists between catalytically active and inactive forms of the enzyme.
It is suggested that at low temperatures the formation of intramolecular hydrogen bridges converts reactive enzyme particles to a catalytically inactive condition, in which the active centers either lose their specific cgnfiguration or are no longer exposed to the substrate. Upon the basis of this interpretation, values of the entropy changes that are calculated theoretically are found to be in agreement with those calculated from the experimental data.
The reactive configuration of the enzyme is apparently possessed in only a relatively narrow temperature band, being lost at both high and low temperatures.
The kinetics of biological processes appear to differ only quantitatively from those of in dlro enzyme-catalyzed reactions. In both cases the non-linearity of the Arrhenius plots appears to be due to the fact that in the lower temperature range of enzyme activity a series of reactions are involved in the formation of the activated complex. These include reactions which lead to the formation of the catalytically reactive form of the enzyme followed by that which leads to the formation of the activated complex. The conversion of enzymes to the catalytically inactive form is essentially completed at temperatures of --I0-0°C. in living systems, whereas in in vitra experiments with purified enzyme preparations this condition is not attained until temperatures 30--60°C. lower have been reached. BIBLIOGRAPHY
